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ABSTRACT 
TPP Agreement also known as the most superior trade agreement in the 
tweentieth century has a broaden universe impact on each aspects of trade. The 
elimination tariff is the core concept on what market acceess should be in 
platform of TPP Agreement. Vietnam and United States are two fromeleven 
countries whi have engaged that will be examine in this analysis. How could their 
tariff compatible with the condition of Tariff in TPP, and how they still manage in 
stable.  Neverthless, many countries are s eeking to join this agreement, and so 
does Indonesia. the concept of liberalization trade would be compatible or not 
depend on the countires power .the Trade Actof Indonesia  encompasses that all 
tarif must set in order based on the condition. Here we go, seeing Indonesia 
strenght on its economics compare to their legal status would be magnificient  to 
be researched about. many academicians believed that the TPP does not cover all 
surpus toward Indonesia‟s economics at all, for example in the rice field as well. 
here, we have some datas provided for this statement cmpared with the legal basis 
that we had regarding the import activities toward paddy  as a source of 
Indonesia‟s agriculture. With a conseptual approach, we seek a conclusion will 
be accessible for Indonesia regarding his intention toward TPP Agreement by 
analizing from the tariff perspectives, a rice import as a Indonesia‟s food security 
strategy.  
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